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1 What is the SELMO Standard? 

 

The SELMO standard guarantees that customers and suppliers speak the same language 

in the procurement or manufacture of machines. Even for non-experts, it defines the 

requirements for a machine in understandable, technically feasible language. It thus 

defines the framework for the successful implementation of machines - for you as a user 

and for your implementers.  

 

                                Figure 1: SELMO focuses on doing the right things right by pursuing a coordinated goal. 

 

The SELMO standard is independent of the industry and is based on proven customer 

standards from the automotive industry. SELMO not only bundles these high standards 

but has reduced them to the lowest common denominator. Combined with the SELMO 

method, a patented technology, the SELMO standard is now state of the art. It is the safest 

and most effective method of creating exchangeable machine software. In striking terms, 

SELMO is to the machine what Apple or Microsoft is to the computer. 
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2 How do you as a machine user benefit from 

SELMO? 

 

A large proportion of customer complaints in the event of downtime or unclear error 

messages relate to the software. If a single bit in the machine tips, the entire operation 

tips over.  

The formerly small cost factor PLC software when purchasing a machine becomes a cost 

driver when production stops and changes are expensive. 

With SELMO you can easily convert your machines to a common structure that makes you 

more independent, especially in economically uncertain times. Simply start with the next 

retrofit or new acquisition to apply the free SELMO standard. SELMO can be implemented 

by any supplier. SELMO makes your production more effective and your converters more 

efficient - with zero risk and maximum time savings. Because SELMO is the only method 

that has every bit under control! 
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Don't waste your time for: 

● long award procedures  

● time-consuming specifications and requirement specifications  

● long delivery times and commissioning 

● Long training courses for maintenance and machine operators 

● long idle periods  

● long waiting times for programmers for adjustments and changes 

Avoid the risk of: 

● unclear guidelines, hasty digitisation strategies 

● unclear acceptances and corrections 

● unproductive machines or unstable functions 

● incompatible machines in the connection to ERP and business processes 

Win: 

● unclear guidelines, hasty digitisation strategies 

● uniform standard for PLC software and interfaces to business processes 

● uniform and simple operating concept 

● Monitoring and digitalisation down to the last bit - from bottom to top 

● HMI display of what the machine is currently doing and what it is missing 

● Error analysis that the operator can handle himself in many cases 

● easy-to-learn software structure for maintenance 

● Flexibility in software through easy swapping and upgrading 

● digitally visible, predictable machines 

● stable data evaluation, better energy efficiency 

● hardware-independent models that fit a wide range of PLC hardware 

 

With SELMO you reduce risk and costs and retain 100% flexibility. Machines with SELMO 

are always structured in the same way. They are maximally functionally stable, easy to 

operate, and change. 
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3 How do you get SELMO? 

 

When you decide on SELMO, you immediately have the entire SELMO expertise at your 

side and can use the standard free of charge. With our partnerprogram, we ensure from 

day one, that your suppliers can understand and implement SELMO.  

As a SELMO partner, you receive among others a free analysis of the machines and 

suppliers (maximum frame three working days). We then draw up an implementation plan 

for the introduction of SELMO. We will become active for you from day one, interview your 

suppliers, and evaluate the feasibility of SELMO.  

• Support in purchasing and in the development of specifications 

• Analysis and location determination (GAP analysis) of machines and suppliers 

• Supplier potential analysis for future projects 

• Technology transfer workshops for internal staff 

• Project support for software and commissioning 

• Retrofit with SELMO Automation GmbH or licence partners from the SELMO 

network 

You can use SELMO freely and flexibly at any time. We want to make you independent 

and support the implementation of maintenance, purchasing, and production. Contact us 

- we will take care of the rest! 

 

4 How exactly is SELMO implemented? 

SELMO is the only freely applicable standard machine software that is 100% "bit-

controlled": functionally stable and safe to operate.  

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 2: Stable function and higher software quality in less time 
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The output is comparable to a "machine operating system" that can be used 

independently, makes every bit digitally visible and immediately displays any error. In 

SELMO machines, you simply exchange actuators and sensors. For this purpose, SELMO 

has developed the engineering tool SELMOstudio, in which the requirements for 

machines are modelled and described simply and quickly. 

 

It supports the specifications, reduces them to the essentials, and strengthens the 

coordination between the experts. Using a hardware-independent code generator, the 

programmer generates the error-free machine software and the associated HMI in 100% 

compliance with the SELMO standard. 

We offer your suppliers our tools for SELMO PLC programs and HMI and train you 

according to SELMO. The result from our tools is freely available to our customers. 

 

5 What is the profit for SELMO?  

 

With SELMOstudio, the PLC programme is generated from a model. Your implementers 

pay us directly for the use of the SELMO "core library".  
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Every supplier can register as a licensee with SELMO. Worldwide, SELMO is building up a 

network of sales partners with which we ensure international support.  

One goal is that each function and each driver only has to be created once by SELMO. 

 

SELMO partners can thus successively access more and more ready-made drivers and 

functions. The respective supplier guarantees that the machine software to be supplied 

by him complies with the specified conditions for machines and systems. It must have the 

features and properties specified therein. In addition, it must be designed in accordance 

with the generally recognized state of the art. 

This is how we ensure that the safest and most stable software goes into your machines. 

 

Step by step, bit by bit - come with us! 

Contact us for a no-obligation initial consultation: 

SELMO Technology GmbH 

Gewerbeparkstraße 1/1 

A-8143 Dobl-Zwaring 

E-Mail: einfach@selmo.at 

W: www.selmo.at 

 

mailto:einfach@selmo.at

